Should we recommend e-cigarettes to help smokers quit?

Smokers want to vape, it can help them quit, and it’s less harmful than smoking, say Paul Aveyard and Deborah Arnott. But Kenneth C Johnson argues that smokers who vape are generally less likely to quit and is concerned about youth vaping as a gateway to smoking, dual use, and potential harms from long term use.
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Yes—Paul Aveyard, Deborah Arnott

Smokers are asking their doctors for advice on using electronic cigarettes, and guidance is clear on what doctors in England and Wales should say. The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) says that smokers should be told that many people have found e-cigarettes helpful aids to cessation, and the evidence indicates that e-cigarettes are substantially less harmful to health than smoking, although not risk free.¹

E-cigarettes seem to double the likelihood of achieving abstinence and seem as effective as nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) in supporting cessation, according to the few trials and appropriately conducted cohort studies.² ³ This conclusion is bolstered by evidence that NRT and e-cigarettes have a similar pharmacological profile.⁴

Smokers want e-cigarettes

What makes e-cigarettes remarkable is that so many smokers who wish to cut down or stop choose e-cigarettes over NRT,⁵ even though NRT is cheaper because it is available on prescription. E-cigarettes are popular cessation aids, and this may have led to increases in the success of quit attempts in the population and quitting as a whole in England and the United States.⁶ ⁷

NRT is most effective when it is prescribed and combined with behavioural support.⁸ Observational evidence indicates the same may be true for e-cigarettes.⁹ Licensing e-cigarettes as another form of NRT could be of financial benefit. NICE has estimated that for every pound invested in cessation, £2.37 could be saved on treating smoking related diseases and the cost of reduced productivity.¹⁰

Some experts fear that transferring addiction from tobacco to e-cigarettes leads to continued vaping, which may be harmful. In England, where vaping has been popular for at least six years, most people who vape but do not smoke have stopped smoking recently.¹¹ One cohort study showed that most people who stopped smoking after a period of dual use also stopped vaping within six months.¹²

For most vapers, the uncertainty around harms may be largely irrelevant provided that vaping is short term. Although there are no studies of the harms from long term vaping, the consensus is that any direct harm is likely to be a fraction of that from smoking.¹³ ¹⁴ Continued vaping is preferable to continued smoking.

Worries about long term dual use of e-cigarettes and combustible tobacco are insufficiently evidenced. And in the short term, dual use may aid cessation.¹⁵ ¹⁶

Young people

The age of sale for e-cigarettes in the UK is 18 and advertising is limited, with no television, radio, internet, or print advertising allowed. Experimentation with e-cigarettes is relatively common among young people, but regular use by young people who have never smoked is rare, with between 1 in 200 and 1 in 500 vaping at least once a week.¹⁶ Weekly use seems necessary to trigger persistent desire for nicotine.

At a time when experimental vaping has become more common, the prevalence of youth smoking has fallen to unprecedented lows.¹⁷ With few people using the gate, it seems the gateway effect is at worst a small problem. And clear advice from doctors that these products should be used only for cessation could help keep it low.
E-cigarettes don’t help big tobacco

Concerns have been raised about the tobacco industry’s involvement in the e-cigarette market, and that endorsement of vaping risks supporting companies that profit from tobacco. However, the evidence suggests that e-cigarettes are not benefiting the tobacco industry because smoking prevalence is falling.7

What is essential is that, as in the UK, e-cigarettes are part of a comprehensive anti-smoking strategy that protects public policy from the commercial interests of the tobacco industry and regulates with that in mind.

Although some countries, including the US and Australia, have adopted cautious stances on e-cigarettes, many of their residents disagree, and there are concerted campaigns for e-cigarettes to be recommended for smoking cessation. Other countries such as France and New Zealand have a similar stance to the UK.

UK health policy promotes vaping as an alternative to smoking. This has consensus among our public health community, with the endorsement of Cancer Research UK and other charities, medical royal colleges, and the BMA.18 Why? Because in Britain it’s clear that at the same time as e-cigarettes became the most popular quitting aid, smoking rates fell faster than before and are now at the lowest ever recorded levels for both adults and children.

No—Kenneth C Johnson

Research is replacing optimistic speculation about e-cigarettes, with sobering evidence emerging of the limits and hazards of their use as a cessation aid.

The overall evidence is that e-cigarettes as actually used depress, not assist, cigarette smoking cessation.7 The 2018 Public Health England report concludes “there is insufficient evidence from randomized controlled trials about the effectiveness of e-cigarettes as cessation aids compared with no treatment.”24

The one controlled trial of e-cigarettes versus nicotine replacement therapy for quitting smoking has found no significant difference in verified quit rates at six months between nicotine e-cigarettes (7.3%) and patches (5.8%).25 And that study compared giving people e-cigarettes with giving them a coupon that could be redeemed for NRT, hardly a fair comparison. So what is to be gained by using e-cigarettes over NRT on prescription?

While there is some evidence that smokers who are daily users of high dose e-cigarettes (10%-20% of vapers) do quit more such as the 80%-90% fare worse, with vapers significantly less likely than non-users to quit.26 A meta-analysis of 25 “real world” studies found that smokers using e-cigarettes were 27% less likely to stop smoking than non-vapers.27 A recent European Union study, which included specific analysis of Great Britain also found that vapers were less likely to stop smoking than non-vapers.28

Addicting a new generation

Although advocates of e-cigarettes argue otherwise,24 evidence strongly and consistently indicates a gateway for addicting new generations of young smokers.27 The 2018 US National Academy of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine report found “substantial evidence that e-cigarette use increases risk of ever using combustible tobacco cigarettes among youth and young adults.”22 A meta-analysis of nine published longitudinal studies of youth suggest a gateway effect, with e-cigarette use at baseline among non-smokers associated with four times the chance of being a smoker at follow-up compared with youth who had never tried e-cigarettes, even after adjusting for psychological and behavioural risk factors associated with smoking cigarettes.23

And in a well designed 2016 longitudinal study among 1152 English 11-18 year olds, the never smokers who had ever tried e-cigarettes at baseline were 12 times more likely than never users to have become smokers at follow-up (a worrying 52% became smokers).24

E-cigarettes are expanding the nicotine market, recruiting youth unlikely to start nicotine use with cigarettes. About a quarter of youth who have tried vaping do not fit the risk taking profile of the youth smoker, and yet many of this subset of e-cigarette users become established cigarette smokers.21

A study quantifying US population level health benefits and harms of e-cigarettes in 2015 estimated about eight new young smokers for every adult smoker who quit, yielding a substantial net negative effect on public health.20

Widespread dual use of cigarettes and e-cigarettes undermines harm reduction. In 2014, 93% of e-cigarette users in the US also reported smoking cigarettes, 83% in France, and 60% in England.27

Risk of heart disease

Smokers who do shift completely to e-cigarettes reduce exposure to 70 known carcinogens in tobacco smoke and would be expected to reduce their cancer risk.21 However, two thirds of deaths associated with smoking are from heart disease (48%) and non-cancer lung conditions (17%).23 26 Like cigarettes, e-cigarettes deliver ultrafine particles and nicotine deep into the lungs where they are absorbed into the bloodstream. They damage the heart, blood vessels, and lungs, even at low doses. Just one cigarette a day results in half the heart disease risk and 30% of the stroke risk of smoking 20 cigarettes a day.21

Direct evidence of a link between e-cigarette use and heart disease emerged earlier this year. In a cross sectional study of 70 000 people, daily conventional cigarette smoking resulted in a risk factor adjusted 172% increase in risk of heart attack. Daily e-cigarette use was independently associated with a 79% increase in heart attack risk (95% confidence interval 20% to 166%) after conventional cigarette use and demographic and health characteristics were taken into account.22

Tobacco companies are expanding the e-cigarette market23 and using all too familiar tobacco marketing strategies.25 They have a long history of aggressively using their economic and political power to profit at the expense of public health. British American Tobacco has plans for expanding the recreational nicotine market with e-cigarettes—and cessation is not part of the game plan.24

The cruel legacy of a century of epidemic nicotine addiction and smoking related death and disability is a cautionary tale. The net effect of e-cigarettes on smoking cessation is negative, high levels of dual use undermine harm reduction, and gateway risks for youth smoking initiation are a demonstrated danger. Recommending e-cigarettes for smoking cessation, as currently promoted and used, is irresponsible.
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